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Abstract. Despite growing interest, we lack a clear understanding of how the arguably ambiguous phenomenon of agile is5

perceived in government practice. This study aims to alleviate this puzzle by investigating how managers and employees in6

German public sector organisations make sense of agile as a spreading management fashion in the form of narratives. This7

is important because narratives function as innovation carriers that ultimately influence the manifestations of the concept in8

organisations. Based on a multi-case study of 31 interviews and 24 responses to a qualitative online survey conducted in 20219

and 2022, we provide insights into what public sector managers, employees and consultants understand (and, more importantly,10

do not understand) as agile and how they weave it into their existing reality of bureaucratic organisations. We uncover three11

meta-narratives of agile government, which we label ‘renew’, ‘complement’ and ‘integrate’. In particular, the meta-narratives12

differ in their positioning of how agile interacts with the characteristics of bureaucratic organisations. Importantly, we also show13

that agile as a management fad serves as a projection surface for what actors want from a modern and digital organisation. Thus,14

the vocabulary of agile government within the narratives is inherently linked to other diffusing phenomena such as new work or15

digitalisation.16

Keywords: Agile government, agility, narratives, public administration, public sector organizations, fashion, digital transforma-17

tion, interpretative research18

19

Key points for practitioners:20

– There is not the agile government because practitioners understand the arguably ambiguous term in different ways.21

– The agile management ideology serves as a projection surface for employees and managers in public organisations. They22

project their various personal ideas of a ‘better’ bureaucratic organisation onto it.23

– As agile measures are introduced, accompanying narratives about other desired changes can emerge (such as on digital24

change or new work).25

1. Introduction26

The use of storytelling, and targeted communication has been widely recognised as a key management27

tool in the public sector (Fernandez & Rainey, 2006). Top management is expected to weave and share28

compelling narratives about diffusing fashions such as agile government, that persuade middle managers29

and employees alike to follow their initiatives and ideas (Dalpiaz & Di Stefano, 2018). In parallel,30

employees and managers who are not convinced by these new ideas will use informal communication31

channels to find allies to resist them in pursuit of their own goals (Balogun et al., 2015). As implementation32

progresses, organisations therefore need to respond rhetorically to emerging barriers (Wilson & Mergel,33
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2022) and adapt their communication and tone when necessary (Nielsen et al., 2023). Communication34

tools are used to orchestrate different voices on change issues within an organisation (Vaara & Rantakari,35

2023). Language and narratives are thus at the heart of organising and making sense of new ideas of36

change (Whittle et al., 2023).37

Consequently, interpretive management scholars have shown increasing interest in narrative analysis38

in the study of organisational change as a result of management fads (Nielsen et al., 2023; Vaara et al.,39

2016). A management ‘fad’ or ‘fashion’ can be understood as a label for the diffusion of technologies or40

ideas that are seen as innovations (Abrahamson, 1991, p. 508). In this regard, some authors have examined41

the overarching discursive structures of fads, such as New Public Management (Vogel, 2012), artificial42

intelligence (Guenduez & Mettler, 2023), or their layering (Polzer et al., 2016). At the organisational43

level, however, the existing literature has primarily examined narrative dynamics that have unfolded44

alongside classical top-down measures within organisations (Nielsen et al., 2023).45

Nevertheless, not all change measures that follow new fads are necessarily well defined and solely46

implemented top-down (Balogun & Johnson, 2004). Ambiguous management fashions can also be47

simultaneously adopted by managers and employees at different levels of hierarchy, partially adapted48

to the organisational context and then discarded or implemented. Different interpretations of the same49

management fashion can therefore emerge and compete within an organisation. This often happens in50

the mundane: Managers present their ideas in meetings; employees have kitchen talks about what they51

want to innovate or maintain. In short, new management trends and ideas usually find their way into52

organisations rhetorically (Pettit et al., 2023).53

Agile government can be seen as one such management ideology that is currently gaining ground54

(Mergel, 2023) and is likely to be no exception to this dynamic. The lack of conceptual clarity and its55

inflationary use by management gurus and consultants alike (think for instance about the increasingly56

diverse agile terminology: agile leadership, human-centricity, Scrum, agile methods, agile mindset, etc.)57

force practitioners to make sense of what agile means in practice (Roper et al., 2022). Thus, as there58

arguably is not just one version of agile government, narratives and stories need to be constructed by59

actors who engage with the notion of agile to then disseminate their vision of an adapted organisational60

reality (Bartel & Garud, 2009; Vaara et al., 2016). The ambiguous and adaptable language of agile enables61

employees to apply the idea to individual circumstances, situations, and problems increasing its local62

legitimacy (Sahlin-Andersson & Wedlin, 2008).63

Hence, understanding the formation of agile as an embodying fad within the public sector is crucial.64

However, we know very little about how agile government is actually talked about within public sector65

organisations, how it is presented rhetorically by those who introduce it. The literature from both practi-66

tioners’ and academics’ perspectives on agile government can therefore run the risk of overemphasising67

certain elements over others. For example, the theoretical promise that agile leads to a better quality of68

services following its user-centric development, whereas in practice agile may be more about changing69

the way a hierarchically organised team communicates or collaborates through the use of agile methods.70

The different breadth of promises may therefore both understate and exaggerate expectations of the71

potential effects of the reform. Therefore, in order to ultimately better understand the (lack of) effects of72

agile, we argue that it is crucial to first understand what agile government actually means to those who73

make sense of and implement it. Hence, we pose the following research question: Which narratives of74

agile exist in the public sector and how do they differ?75

To address this question, we conduct a thematic and narrative content analysis building upon previous76

literature (Dalpiaz & Di Stefano, 2018; Zilber, 2007). This paper is based on 31 semi-structured interviews77

with German public sector employees and consultants involved in the introduction of agile in their78
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respective organisations. The data is complemented by a semi-standardised online survey in which 2479

participants answered open-ended questions as well as by desk research on agile in the organisations of80

the interviewees and respondents.81

We observed distinct (meta-)narratives of agile in the German public sector, where the interpretation of82

(the term) agile is subject to actors’ discretion and action. Analysing individual and composite organi-83

sational narratives about agile provides a starting point for uncovering the emergence and embodiment84

of the fashion in PSOs. First, it provides linguistic and rhetoric cues to what government practitioners85

might consider relevant components of agile (Loewenstein et al., 2012; Vaara & Fritsch, 2022). Second,86

revealing how actors construct the intertwining of government structure and stability with features of87

organisational agile in their narratives enables a better understanding of the complex relationships between88

these concepts in practice (Bartel & Garud, 2009; McBride et al., 2022). Therefore, narrative analysis can89

be considered central to the study of (agile) change initiatives, as it forms the basis for understanding this90

concept and its further implementation, diffusion or, conversely, the resistance to it (Waldorff & Madsen,91

2022).92

2. State of research – agile government93

As in practice, agile as a management fashion is more and more thematised by scholars (Mergel,94

2023; Mergel et al., 2021). It is, however, not an entirely new phenomenon. Even before the formulation95

of the so-called ‘Agile Manifesto’ (Roper et al., 2022), research has discussed agile in connection to96

organisational flexibility and responsiveness. Nevertheless, the particular embodiments and routines97

underlying this capability in the form of tools, methods, and structures are increasingly manifold,98

differing across sectors and areas of applications (Mergel et al., 2021; Proeller & Siegel, 2022). The99

term agile encompasses several management concepts and characteristics (Harraf et al., 2015) and may100

therefore already be a product of narratives and fashions: Organisational agility (OA) has been defined101

mainly as an organisation’s capability to be ‘agile,’ i.e., flexible, and proactively adapt to a changing102

environment and/or thrive in turbulent circumstances (Harraf et al., 2015; Walter, 2021). It resembles103

former management concepts such as lean management or total quality management and is linked to the104

resource- and capability-based view of organisations (Coffin & Tang, 2023; Harraf et al., 2015; Irfan et105

al., 2019). In general, a wide range of factors, perspectives, and elements seem to drive OA and describe106

the essence of an agile organisation (Franco et al., 2022): As a result, a consistent conceptualisation of107

the term is lacking (Walter, 2021; Ylinen, 2021).108

Nonetheless, particularly authors interested in its public sector application set out to empirically109

grasp and theoretically define what agile government is at its core (Mergel, 2016; Mergel et al., 2018).110

Most recently, Mergel (2023, p. 3) provided the following definition of agile as “a work management111

ideology with a set of productivity frameworks that support continuous and iterative progress on work112

tasks by reviewing one’s hypothesis, working in a human-centric way, and encouraging evidence-based113

learning.” It is seen as best suited to more complex administrative tasks. Where standardised, highly114

routine processes are in place, agile is presented as unnecessary and without added value (Mergel et al.,115

2021). Consequently, agile is seen in the literature as a reform effort to render administrative project and116

crisis management more flexible and goal-oriented. It therefore encompasses both elements of practice117

and culture. However, empirical work on how public administrations view, adapt to or reject agile, and118

how it affects them, remains scarce (Mergel, 2023; Soe & Drechsler, 2018). Therefore, we argue that it119

is important to first examine how agile manifests itself in practice in different organisational realities,120

beyond its definition. We therefore examine from a narrative perspective how agile as a newly popular121
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management method relates to or is juxtaposed with the administrative context in which it is to be122

embedded.123

3. A narratological perspective124

Organisational myths and fashions are rhetorically emphasised as essential by highlighting an inherent125

key factor that stands in contrast to earlier organisational principles that are seen as obsolete (Kieser,126

1997). The structure of the arguments is often as follows: Due to environmental demands and dynamic127

developments, the fad is presented as a necessary change to stay up to date. At the same time, however,128

it is linked to existing and legitimate organisational goals and values, such as customer satisfaction,129

efficiency, transparency or job satisfaction (Heidlund & Sundberg, 2023). A complete rejection of existing130

cultures and principles therefore does not usually occur. As the predominant mode of change, innovations131

in the public sector are therefore often based on the existing and accepted status quo (Polzer et al., 2016).132

In the language underlying the change, this often results in a “clever mixture of simplicity and ambiguity”133

(Kieser, 1997, p. 58), which allows fashions to be easily adapted to existing circumstances.134

In this vein, scholars postulate that the vocabulary of agile, or at least fragments of it, have found their135

way into the language of management. According to Walter (2021, p. 379), “there is a great interest136

and widespread use in the parlance [of agile]”. However, the mere appearance of linguistic cues to agile137

provides little insight into the position of the fashion within the organisational discourse. It is indeed the138

structural relationship with other elements of organisational language (such as hierarchy, structure, etc.)139

that gives meaning to the concept in existing organisational life (Loewenstein et al., 2012). How managers140

narratively weave this vocabulary into the already existing organisational language consequently serves141

as an indication of their underlying sensemaking processes of what agile means for their organisation142

(Balogun et al., 2015; Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; Weick, 1995).143

In accordance with Vaara, et al. (2016, p. 6), organisational narratives are defined here as “temporal,144

discursive constructions that provide a means for individual, social, and organisational sensemaking and145

sensegiving”. Importantly, the essence of a narrative lies in its ability to create a coherent plot that relates146

two autonomous events to an interrelated temporal chain (Bruner, 1991). Gabriel (2004, p. 5) provides147

an illustrative example: whereas “the king died, then the queen died” does not provide a temporal plot,148

“the king died, and then the queen died of grief” does. It can therefore be considered a narrative. In these149

narratives, intentions to act are attributed to the actors involved; they are stylised as driving or hindering150

forces, acting in a specific temporal and spatial setting (Gabriel, 2004). This allows managers to employ151

narratives to connect innovations, such as agile, which are not yet a prescribed part of an organisation,152

to existing ideas about the organisation and its actors (Bartel & Garud, 2009). Narratives can thereby153

provide coherence while ensuring sufficient ambivalence to account for distinct interests and perceptions154

of organisational members (Balogun et al., 2015; Bartel & Garud, 2009).155

Through this function, narratives gain agency, i.e., they are capable of influencing change (Vaara et al.,156

2016). In this sense, Sonenshein (2010) has shown that managers’ narratives contain attitudes toward157

change. They can be progressive, regressive, or stability-oriented. Dalpiaz and di Stefano (2018, p. 689)158

further show how strategy-makers can construct “a steady influx of captivating narratives” that allow for159

transformative change in organisations through a balanced blend of novelty and familiarity. This study160

aims at unveiling existing narratives abuot agile in PSOs in terms of their function to adapt, maintain,161

diffuse or destruct organisational fashions and fads (Bartel & Garud, 2009) by keeping up the necessary162

amount of ambiguity and simplicity (Kieser, 1997).163

Concurring with previous literature (Bartel & Garud, 2009; Currie & Brown, 2003; Vaara et al., 2016),164
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this study acknowledges that organisational informants do not always present linear, fully-fledged stories;165

narratives may exist as fragments that only coalesce into full narratives for researchers through the166

collective input of multiple individuals. Narratives are neither solitary creations by individual actors, but167

rather products of interactive dialogues, as Czarniawska (2004, p. 5) aptly asserts. As organisations are168

no monolithic entities, there may be different narrative accounts of the same change initiative, change169

event, or organisational innovation (Vaara & Rantakari, 2023). This so-called polyphony can result from170

diverging processes of sensemaking and a lack of coordinated sensegiving (Maitlis, 2005; Vaara &171

Rantakari, 2023). Consequently, narratives can provoke counternarratives, or exist in parallel without172

contradictions within or between organisations and their members (Balogun et al., 2015; Zilber, 2007).173

For public sector organisations, sensegiving is often manifested in the form of policy or legislation.174

In the German case, however, there is no overarching policy or executive reform package that includes175

top-down measures to introduce agile into the German administration. Nevertheless, it is mentioned as a176

core objective in the coalition agreement of the German government, which increases its legitimacy (SPD177

et al., 2021). Hence, when agile is implemented locally, in whatever form, PSOs are only bound by their178

own understanding and sensemaking of what to focus on and, more importantly, what not to focus on in179

the ambiguous concept of agile. This could potentially lead to a patchwork in the implementation of agile180

and prevent a coherent vision in the future. In the absence of a master narrative in the form of a policy,181

constructed narratives at the organisational level become important units of analysis to better understand182

the manifestation of management fads such as agile on the ground.183

4. Methods184

4.1. Methodological approach185

Given our research interest in exploring different narratives of agile in German public sector organ-186

isations, we followed a qualitative and interpretative research design using narrative inquiry. In this187

vein, we used a non-probabilistic, purposive sampling approach (Campbell et al., 2020). The necessary188

condition for inclusion was that the organisations were involved in some way in the implementation of189

new organisational practices and/or structures that were formulated under the umbrella of agile and its190

diverse terminology. As argued above, agile as a management ideology has not been widely implemented191

in PSOs in Germany (Mergel, 2023). In consequence, we first had to identify organisations that had192

publicly stated ongoing activities, including the implementation of practices, or structures, that were193

framed under agile (government). The identification of PSOs thus was based on a pragmatic search for194

statements that showed an engagement in the topic of agile, using search engines and social media (e.g.,195

LinkedIn) in early 2021. Therefore, our sampling includes elements of convenience sampling (Etikan196

et al., 2016). The organisations’ communications were rich in form, for instance, press releases about197

(past) participation in fellowship programmes (e.g., ministries), public reports on actions taken (e.g., one198

ministry, local governments, innovation labs), or even applications for awards (e.g., at the subnational199

level). This criterion ensured that the processes of narrative construction about agile among organisational200

members were occurring at the time of data collection, as measures to implement agile had already been201

taken (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014). In the process of searching for organisations, we aimed for a variety202

of organisational forms and administrative levels.203

Once identified, we contacted those named as responsible with an initial request for an interview.204

The positive responses led to a sample of organisations ranging from a large state-owned enterprise to205

several local innovation labs and core bureaucratic organisations, namely four ministries and four federal206
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Table 1
Case information1

Data sources

Case
number Sample size Number of

interviews

Respondents to
semi-standardised

online survey

Number of
relevant

documents

Time of
data

collection
Federal level (F) F1–F8 Ministries (4);

federal agencies (4)
12 – – 2021–2022

State & local level (S) S1–S3 State authority (1);
local authorities (2)

5 24 5 2022

Local innovation labs
(L)

L1–L10 Innovation labs (10) 10 – – 2021–2022

State-owned-enterprise
(E)

E1.1–E1.3 Subsidiaries of a
fully stated-owned
enterprise (3)

4 – 7 2021

n = 24 n = 31 n = 24 n = 12

agencies, one state authority, and two local authorities in major German cities. Consequently, as stated207

above, we do not claim a probabilistic sample with claims of generalisability, as we may have missed208

communications and positive responses were unevenly distributed across the levels. Nevertheless, our209

research aims to provide a comprehensive picture of narratives of agile government. We argue that the210

organisations under study constitute an interesting set-up that allows to better understand how agile is211

perceived and made sense about differently in a federal country like Germany. An overview of the cases212

is provided in Table 1 and in-depth case reports can be found in Appendix C.213

Following our enquiry, we asked contacts to identify stakeholders who were involved in both the214

planning and adoption of the measures aimed at introducing what is framed as agile. Here, we followed a215

snowball sampling approach (Biernacki & Waldorf, 1981). This allowed us to gather a diverse picture216

of agile, as both promoters and resistors were interviewed to minimise a potential pro-innovation bias.217

In addition to the public managers and employees, we also interviewed consultants (n = 3) and a218

reseacher (n = 1) that were referred upon by the organisations as either involved in their activities or219

known as experts in the introduction of agile government. We consequently relied on positive responses,220

resulting in a different number of interviews per case, including a heterogeneous number of functions. All221

interviewees were promised full anonymity. A more detailed list on information of the interviewees is222

provided in Appendix A.223

Data collection methods included semi-structured interviews, a semi-standardised online survey and224

document analysis. In total, we conducted 31 interviews in all included cases except one of the local225

authorities, where semi-standardised online surveys (n = 24) were the main mode of data collection.226

The interviews took place between September 2021 and April 2022. They were conducted in different227

team constellations and settings, including telephone, video or in-person. All interviewees were involved228

in the implementation of agile elements in the organisations as consultants, managers or employees.229

The questionnaire included questions about the actors’ understanding of agile, its manifestations within230

the organisations as well as the difficulties and dynamics of implementation (see Appendix B for the231

interviews’ and survey’s questionnaire). All in all, we followed an explorative approach based on types232

1The cases include, federal ministries and subordinate federal agencies, a migration and immigration agency at the state level,
local authorities with a wide range of services and responsibilities such as social benefits or public order duties, a state-owned
enterprise in the field of mobility and logistics, and a local innovation laboratory. Innovation labs vary in structure and legal form
and are instated by (local) administrations and councils to facilitate, promote, and teach the innovation process and to prototype
products and processes. See Appendix C for a detailed case description of each case.
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of questions that allowed respondents to (re)construct their perceptions and understanding of the shift233

toward a more agile organisation in their responses (Nielsen et al., 2023). This allows for a retrospective234

analysis of possible elements of narratives that actors either disseminate themselves or report as being235

disseminated within the organisation. All interviews were transcribed verbatim.236

4.2. Data analysis237

To understand composite narratives, it is first necessary to understand the dynamics of the organisations238

and their respective environments. Therefore, we wrote a case description for all cases (see Appendix C).239

Secondly, following the data analysis strategies of Dalpiaz and Di Stefano (2018), and Zilber (2007), we240

then combined thematic content analysis and narrative analysis. This involved first sorting the data and241

working out the individual stories within the cases before analysing the resulting narratives in the second242

step. The individual steps are described in more detail below.243

First, inductive thematic analysis was used to reduce the available interview and document data to those244

text fragments that contain statements about agile. This first step of coding was carried out separately245

by two of the authors. Upon completion, all authors met and discussed differences in coding. After246

resolving conflicting decisions, the second step of narrative analysis was carried out jointly by two of247

the authors. That step was divided into three stages of analysis. First, for each interviewee and each248

document, the story fragments that appear in the respective text segments were examined inductively.249

These narrative themes are, for example, “agile as external phenomenon”, “agile is not rocket science”,250

“agile needs change management (capacity)” (see Appendix D for a complete list of all codes). During251

this coding process, the authors constantly discussed which individual narratives could be identified for252

each case. The central narrative elements were then extracted from each narrative. In line with Dalpiaz253

and Di Stefano (2018), we draw upon Bruner’s (1991) approach of interpretative abstraction: Each story254

(individual level) and narrative (composites of stories) is structured in terms of the main actors, their255

quest (which overarching goal is to be achieved), the acts to achieve this goal, the instruments by which256

this is done and the context in which it is done (see Appendix E for an overview of the individual stories).257

Next, these individual narratives were combined into composite narratives as described in the coding258

scheme (see Fig. 1 and Appendix F for a short description). Finally, from these composite narratives,259

three meta-narratives were derived and discussed among all authors. The following section of findings is260

organised along the meta-narratives.261

5. Findings262

As a result of our analysis, the identified narratives can be grouped into three meta-narratives (see263

Fig. 2), which diverge according to the role that agile occupies within the respective organisational reality264

of the individual storyteller. In the first meta-narrative, ‘renew’, agile is presented as the path to a new265

world that is to overhaul the existing bureaucratic organisation, which is characterised by hierarchies,266

top-down decisions, and rigidity, through the democratisation of decision-making, a more agile mindset,267

and new structures. Agile is presented as the ‘holy grail’ that will allow public organisations to survive268

in an increasingly complex and uncertain world. In the second meta-narrative, agile is seen more as a269

‘complementary’ framework that enhances existing bureaucratic routines by adding structures rather than270

overturning them. In the form of temporary structures or (project) teams, agile methodology can help271

administrations to develop solutions for specific tasks (e.g., new digital services, emergency plans, etc.)272

in a more human-centred or effective way. In the third meta-narrative, agile is ‘integrated’ into the daily273
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Fig. 1. Coding scheme.

Fig. 2. Meta-narratives.

routines of administrations. It is presented as reconfiguration of meetings and collaboration across and274

within departments to be more engaging and less rigid. In essence, agile reflects a more modern, digital,275

and interactive workplace. It is not a disruption for bureaucratic organisations. Rather, it should improve276
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the way they operate and make them contemporary. In the following each meta-narrative is displayed in277

depth.278

5.1. Renew: Agile as the path to a new world (meta-narrative 1)279

The individual stories of our first meta-narrative centre around what the interviewees describe as key280

disadvantageous features of the bureaucratic context, like hierarchies, lacking flexibility in planning, and281

change. They are described as obstructive for ministries to manage the “rapid changes” of the environment282

(I1).283

Why? Because they have also noticed that their way of working has reached its limits. It’s changing284

more and more, it’s getting faster and faster, and it takes weeks until there’s a basis for a decision285

when you climb this staircase. (I3)286

Across the interviewees this can be identified as the ultimate quest for agile in a governmental context:287

“We recognised that [. . . ] in the VUCA2 world, as we always say, you need other [agile] methods” (I6).288

In this case, agile is understood in a more universal, multifunctional way, similar to a Swiss Army knife:289

“You can actually apply agile [. . . ] in any administrative process. And if not within the process, at least290

it’s the attitude that you take and can take” (I8). Next to the all-encompassing agile toolbox, including291

methods for projects, meetings and collaboration as well as agile project management frameworks, agile292

is framed as a mindset. Within the context of an internal dispute, one external put it as follows: “Then293

I said: You don’t have to do that, that’s the good thing about agile working. You have to be ready and294

open” (I3).295

Agile is therefore understood not only as an improvement of bureaucracy and public administration,296

but also as a complete renewal of the public sector and its work environment: “Agile in the context of297

how we did it, it’s about big changes that do a lot to everyone affected” (I26). In this setting consultants,298

researchers, and other external actors serve as teachers for public servants that identify willing partners299

and teams within the organisation to collaboratively disseminate and apply agile tools. These teams then300

legitimate agile methods to convince the resistant and critical bureaucrats of the methods’ necessity.301

Ultimately, upscaling within the organisations must be driven by top-management via change management302

as it is beyond the reach of the individual driving actors.303

Interestingly, narratives within this context explicitly build on the contrast between (agile) units and the304

non-agile subsidiaries, especially within the state-owned enterprise. The storytellers presented themselves305

as ‘agile gurus’ living on an “agile island” (I25) of the ‘blessed’ trying to proclaim their message of306

agile as workplace democratisation and self-actualisation to those non-agile areas of the organisation.307

To achieve this quest, they act as a grassroot movement trying to find company and community through308

networking. In their role as strong advocates of agile, they want to give others the chance to share in their309

revelation of it. However, as conviction-users, their confidence sometimes turns to incomprehension when310

they have to cooperate with the non-agile parts of the organisation:311

So, we notice again and again that requests are sent to us from the traditional world and that people312

then think in a very hierarchical way, where we think, for God’s sake, why are they off their rocker?313

(I25)314

The new world of agile government consequently can be characterised as a democratic and digital315

2Acronym for volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity describing a perceived contemporary development towards a
more challenging world (Bennett & Lemoine, 2014).
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workplace with less hierarchy, which is becoming more user-centric, flexible, and efficient through the316

use of agile frameworks and methods.317

5.2. Complement: Agile as bureaucracies’ companion (meta-narrative 2)318

Narratives that can be summarised under this meta-narrative are mainly framed in the classical sense319

of the ‘Agile Manifesto’. The respondents understand agile as a well-suited method for developing320

digital products and services for their administrations in an “experimental and iterative manner” (I15).321

Agile methods should be employed by competent actors in an innovative environment to drive the322

administration’s digitalisation. This forms the main quest, especially for the interviewees of the innovation323

labs.324

Furthermore, top management stresses a picture of agile as a multifaceted, intertwined change project to325

position the organisation in a complex environment, anticipating budget restrictions and resource scarcity:326

In the VUCA world, there is a correlation of the great challenges of our time [. . . ] that we will have327

to master in the future as an authority. [. . . ] Therefore, it is appropriate to see this agency as a328

laboratory and model to accompany public administration from the world of Max Weber (hierarchical329

organisations) in a direction that meets the requirements of an integral organisation. (Case S1, Doc1)330

Agile here refers to combined measures of project management methods or tools and structural and331

cultural changes to achieve their postulated quest. Thus, top management addresses a need for change that332

is driven by public managers, teams, and top management itself. However, the environment in which this333

change takes place is seen as complementary to the traditional Weberian public administration. As agile334

takes shape through pilot projects such as “a project management unit” (I10) or additional structures such335

as separately managed innovation labs where “digital projects can be launched on our own initiative”336

(I15), the core public administration would only need to be partially transformed to compensate for the337

public sector’s deficits in service development or project management.338

Consequently, the interviewees in the innovation labs draw a sharp contrast between themselves and the339

non-digitalised and sometimes dysfunctional municipalities that suffer from a lack of resources. From an340

outsider’s perspective, bureaucracies are portrayed as systems that differ sharply in terms of culture and341

competences, leading to frustrations in achieving the quest of enabling innovative products and solutions.342

In contrast, they identify themselves as startup like entities with diverse agile mindsets and a working343

environment that allows for the implementation of diverse project management methods:344

I think it’s great that we’re not part of the administration in the strict sense. I couldn’t work there.345

That wouldn’t be anything for me, or for our team either. Our projects bounce off the walls of the346

administration. (I15)347

However, the interviewees describe that the main acts and instruments must be applied in collaboration348

with the administration in order to achieve the goal of digitising the administration through agile methods.349

Here, the innovation labs fulfil the function of a hybrid product provider. Whereas the product and projects350

are run outside the organisation to enable agile method adoption, the planning and implementation is351

an internal administrative task supported by the innovation labs. Nevertheless, the interviewees were352

rather negative about the ability of administrations to work in an agile way in terms of creative methods353

of product development, as bureaucracies tend to “detain (actors) in long projects” (I18). While agile thus354

helps to introduce better digital applications and processes, the method itself does not function within355

overly rigid bureaucratic structures as it needs “freedom to move” (I13) and can therefore only be seen as356

complementary to existing structures.357
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5.3. Integrate: Bureaucratic agile (meta-narrative 3)358

The third and final meta-narrative presents agile as a novel and desirable way of working in bureaucratic359

organisations. In contrast to the other narratives, agile thus does not represent a turmoil for bureaucracy,360

nor is it seen as non-compatible and hence complementary, but as an integral part of modern bureaucratic361

organisations. Agile is predominantly understood as a management ideology that can improve existing362

daily routines and practices. The public employees’ understanding of agile predominantly relates to363

elements of daily communication and (digital) collaboration within and across ministerial teams. Specifi-364

cally, creative and structuring methods are mentioned here that can change the meeting culture of teams365

in the direction of improved informative and interactive exchange with more regular feedback rounds.366

Moreover, vertical and especially horizontal ministerial collaboration should be enabled by a digital367

workplace, including SharePoint and Kanban boards to avoid lengthy voting rounds and improve “boring368

[and] dull” (I12) communication across teams.369

The quest of the narrative is to integrate this form of agile adapted to the bureaucratic context that370

is described as lacking digitalisation, with slow and complex processes, and still coined by “superiors371

who act in the old style, the lord of the manor way” (I12). Agile thus aims at keeping up with modern372

times, breaking down silos and consequently implementing a modern, digital working style suitable for373

public authorities: “What I really associate with agile and agile working is project-based collaboration374

across departments” (I29). One interviewee postulates her motivation for introducing agile is based on375

the current working mode in her organisation that she describes as “absolute madness“ (I4). Agile is376

subsequently narrated as an umbrella concept from which useful measures can be drawn as long as they377

fit the bureaucratic context, as one interviewee points out: “To apply agile methods to projects without378

having to go straight to Scrum and such. It doesn’t have to go that far” (I12). Hence, agile is seen in379

essence as an opportunity to promote digitisation and digital tools in a modern (and partly virtual) working380

environment.381

The driving actors in the narrative are mostly individuals, i.e., motivated employees who fight for a382

modern workplace with their either resistant or supportive colleagues and managers, with the final aim383

to create a “critical mass” of organisational employees that follow their vision of a modern workplace.384

These convicted individuals themselves have formed bubbles and networks in which they “stick together385

in a matter that is not easy” (I13), providing shelter from negative experiences within their teams. This386

narrative element is similar to what we identified in the first narrative, ‘renew’, namely the focus on the387

individual as the driving actor. In contrast, interestingly, the role of colleagues as accepting or rejecting388

actors is more present in the narratives here, as it is about integrating agile into daily routines. The acts389

and underlying instruments to achieve the quest described are bound to the communication areas and390

existing collaborations of these individual employees. Particularly, they describe the translation of the391

agile terminology and methodology within this bureaucratic context:392

“Agile” is the allergy word, yes. Yes, so this whole agile language, [. . . ] people get upset when it393

has to be called so hip? [. . . ], a Kanban board, why is it called, can’t it be called a decision sheet or394

something? Then I said, “Okay, you just do things, but don’t say agile anymore.” (I13)395

In addition to adapting language and methods by continuous experimentation, respondents cite building396

digital capacity and skills as a keyway to achieve their quest of bureaucratic agile. Employing digital tools397

is framed as a central foundation. In the light of creating a modern workplace, agile and digitalisation are398

inherently connected within this narrative. All in all, the employees suggest that they are currently in a399

phase of “trial and error” (I30), as they try to make sense of what works and what does not.400
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Within this overarching narrative, a more critical perspective also emerges, mainly complaining401

about agile as a fad, while longing for similar goals as the other storytellers. The narrators here see a402

dysfunctional, bureaucratic organisation that lacks basic digital tools and an appropriate feedback and403

error culture, as stated in one interview: “I think a better management culture would be necessary. Then404

there would be no need for new desks or a [fancy] phone booth in an open-plan office” (I28). Hence, they405

want more pragmatic solutions and a functional work place without any need for fuss. For them agile406

is not more as remote working in a new workplace that offers sufficient collaboration tools and better407

methods of communications. Consequently, their actions consist of “nipping change in the bud” (I28) to408

expose agile as a buzzword used by top management as a fig leaf to cover up the shortcomings of what409

they see as the current way of working in bureaucratic organisations.410

6. Discussion411

6.1. Modern talking and narratives of agile412

In our study, we show that the idea of agile as a management ideology (Mergel, 2023) is understood413

differently by employees, managers, and externals (such as consultants and researchers) working in, with414

and for German public sector organisations. With this interpretive work based on a narratological perspec-415

tive, we thus contribute to the literature on agile government, in particular by adding a critical perspective416

on how this ambiguous management concept is perceived in practice. Assuming the performativity of417

language (Loewenstein et al., 2012; MacKenzie et al., 2007), how a concept is talked about locally,418

affects its subsequent implementation through the dynamic interplay of actors’ acceptance, adoption, and419

rejection of an idea within its specific context (Waldorff & Madsen, 2022). In the following, we discuss420

our analytical findings alongside three perspectives on the examined narratives of agile government:421

the narratives’ attitudes towards agile’s degree of fit with bureaucracy, agile’s connection to digital422

transformation as well as the implied actors’ constellations.423

First, all three narratives convey, to varying degrees, how agile government fits with the narrators’424

perceived organisational realities of bureaucratic organisations. For some (‘renew’), agile represents the425

requisite disruption that challenges and changes bureaucratic functioning and thinking wherever possible426

and necessary to survive in the VUCA world. For others (‘complement’), it is seen as incompatible with427

core bureaucracy in the Weberian sense. Hence, in this narrative contrasting the first, bureaucracy is not428

subject to change. Rather agile, is presented as a very useful and necessary management framework429

for achieving what bureaucratic routines and practices are designed to constrain: experimental thinking430

and flexible action. Thus, agile takes on functions in complementary settings, e.g., in laboratories or431

projects. In the third narrative (‘integrate’), and in stark contrast, agile is presented as a means of achieving432

a better working culture, including more ‘modern’ collaboration and communication practices. Here,433

agile government is about changing burdensome internal practices and routines to facilitate and improve434

working structures, such as meetings or interdepartmental collaboration.435

Consequently, we find that agile government, as an arguably ambiguous management fad, provides436

a rich projection surface for what the narrators hope to improve within their individual realities of437

bureaucracy. They span all levels of narrative abstraction, from the VUCA world to the way meetings438

are facilitated. Our analysis highlights that the narratives of agile government function particularly in439

structural relation to the perceived (mal-)functions of bureaucracy. The solutions (quests) provided by440

agile as proposed in the narratives are consequently directed at different levels and locations, depending on441

the extent of the perceived challenges. They range from an abstract focus on changing entire organisations442
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to adapt to the ‘new realities of crisis’ (Janssen & van der Voort, 2020), to adding new temporal structures443

to be able to work in a more experimental way (Tõnurist et al., 2017), to changing practices and routines444

to modernise the way of working (Mergel, 2023; Mergel et al., 2021).445

This finding that, although to varying degrees, agile in the narratives is always thought of in relation446

to the core ideas of bureaucratic organisation and also builds on these, is consistent with research on447

earlier management trends such as NPM (Polzer et al., 2016). In this respect, Heidlund and Sundberg448

(2023) show that digitalisation strategies also predominantly refer to increasing efficiency as a central449

objective. To be recognised as an idea and reform, new trends must incorporate and build on certain450

taken-for-granted ideas to take hold in administrations (Polzer et al., 2016). Moreover, our analysis451

shows how the practitioners’ narratives resemble the scattered picture of what agile is in government in452

particular, and how it manifests as depicted in the literature (McBride et al., 2022; Mergel et al., 2018;453

Soe & Drechsler, 2018). In doing so, we contribute to the literature on agile government with a more454

structured picture of the diversity of how agile is narrated in practice within the context of bureaucracy.455

Surprisingly, citizen-centricity was very rarely mentioned in the narratives, despite being central to456

agile as an ideology (Mergel, 2023). Improving citizen-centricity appears to be less of a priority for our457

interviewees. Instead, they present agile methods primarily as a way to change bureaucratic structures458

and practices, especially in meta-narratives 1 and 3. Consequently, without a focus on agile methods459

for software production, the user perspective (with citizens as service consumers) plays only a minor460

role in these narratives. We can only assume that this might be the result of our case selection, as few461

organisations provide services to citizens at street level. If so, the employees are seen as users for improved462

agile practices. In meta-narrative 2, user-centricity is indeed presented as a standard element of agile463

product development that can be pursued outside of traditional administrative structures. Interestingly,464

however, citizens as users are hardly mentioned.465

Building on the literature on sensemaking and sensegiving (Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; Vaara et al.,466

2016), this equivocality (i.e., many voices on the same issue) may pose a key challenge for implementing467

agile in practice. In the absence of a compelling narrative, agile remains an individually constructed468

and understood concept, aimed at different problems with different solutions. Or one that is rejected469

altogether. This is in line with Mergel (2023, p. 13) who explains the consequences of the absence of470

such change-supporting top-down narratives in the implementation of agile practices as such:471

“The absence of artifacts that support the psychological perception of social affordances [of agile]472

is a major roadblock [. . . ]. Colleagues do not have the opportunity [. . . ] to socialise with them, by473

asking questions and trying to draw comparisons to their own organisational or societal problems474

they aim to solve.”475

Second, agile as management fashion is narratively connected to further diffusing fads in the public476

sector. Particularly one megatrend emerges that we find to be interwoven and at points almost synony-477

mously employed with agile: digitalisation including different forms of remote work. In more detail,478

we identify three distinct connections of agile and digital change. The first mechanism characterises479

a digital organisation (understood as remote working, the existence of digital tools and applications,480

and sufficient IT infrastructure) as the necessary foundation to collaborate and communicate in an agile481

way. Vice versa, the introduction of agile can secondly function as an enabler of digitalisation if agile482

working teams increase the demand for the improvement of digital processes, or the implementation483

of digital collaboration tools. Lastly and thirdly, as mentioned above, the organisational discussions on484

agile as a broader change-endeavour can serve as a bandwagon for digitalisation efforts. If measures to485

structurally introduce agile are discussed, acts for digitalisation are automatically included or even seen486

as less disruptive for some actors, improving agile’s chances to be implemented.487
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This finding that agile and digital are inherently linked does not seem surprising given that agile, in488

its most famous approach, is a software development method (McBride et al., 2022). Also, in the early489

literature on its application in the public sector, it is framed as addressing “the need to innovate digital490

service delivery in government” (Mergel, 2016, p. 1). However, on closer examination, the analysis491

shows that agile is not only talked about in this way, reflecting its recent call for implementation in492

other projects and government routines (Mergel, 2023). Here, therefore, agile can both serve and benefit493

from digitalisation in government, particularly in relation to a digital organisation, including digitalised494

back office and project work. Agile working teams utilise and demand digital tools and processes that495

others in the organisation can then benefit from. However, this requires both technological resources and496

competencies that need to be harnessed and built (Franco et al., 2022; Tallon & Pinsonneault, 2011).497

Agile as a management framework, though not a technological reform per se, is thus a central discursive498

element of the digital transformation discussion, and vice versa.499

Third, our analysis shows that the narratives predominantly thrive on a distinction between those who500

act for the implementation of agile (us) and those who are resistant or neutral to it (them). This distinction501

seems central to the storytellers. The belief to act for or against an ideology determines which actors are502

presented as allies and which are still to be convinced. This applies regardless of the background of the503

interviewees. However, it seems that the more distant the storytellers are from those who are not acting504

as agile as desired, the more abstract the opposite party (‘the rigid bureaucrats’) becomes. Although the505

storytellers do not confront public sector employees personally and also positively highlight motivated506

internal allies, the narratives reflect what we know from the stereotype literature to be prominent features507

of the portrayal of bureaucrats as inflexible and overly rule-oriented (Dinhof et al., 2023; Willems, 2020).508

As with what we discussed earlier, particularly in the ‘renew’ and ‘complement’ narratives, at times the509

bureaucratic mindset is characterised as a hindrance to the agile quest. This resonates with the tones of510

either the need to renew the bureaucracy or to complement it, as within the bureaucratic organisation511

staffed with bureaucratic minds, agile cannot unfold its value.512

Solely within the ‘integrating’ narrative, which is predominantly shared by the core administrative staff,513

we examine a rather differentiated picture. The dominant actors consist of a trio: the driving employees or514

managers, who believe in the value of agile, the either resistant or neutral colleagues, and the respective515

(team) leadership. The latter is presented as the ‘tip of the scales’ in achieving the goal of being able516

to sustainably integrate agile into the daily work routine. However, this (rhetorical) guidance seems to517

be lacking according to the interviewees. Without leadership support, the storytellers argue that they518

are unable to act due to the lack of a sensegiving process initiated by more powerful actors (Balogun519

et al., 2015). From the perspective of the literature on narratives, three main tasks emerge for public520

managers as sensegivers (Maitlis & Lawrence, 2007) if they or their organisational leadership pursues the521

adoption of agile. First, they function as a sieve for narratives external to the organisation, following the522

managers’ own interpretation of the phenomenon (Waldorff & Madsen, 2022). As the second function,523

they are expected to weave a compelling narrative that integrates the local organisational traditions and524

bureaucratic routines with what is viewed as legitimate from the outside (Day et al., 2023; Logemann et525

al., 2019; Maitlis & Lawrence, 2007). Lastly, this narrative must be adapted over time to fit the internal526

discussions (Nielsen et al., 2023). Respectively, the management must be capable of orchestrating the527

narrative development process, which includes pushing and probably resisting voices over time while528

ensuring the compliance with the overall strategic goals of the change initiative (Vaara & Rantakari,529

2023).530

Our study contributes to the discussion of agile government by introducing a narrative perspective. We531

show three prevalent meta-narratives of agile, which are positioned differently to bureaucracy, and which532
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present different visions of agile public sector organisations. In summary, we show that processes of533

sensemaking about what agile might be for different actors, are in full swing. However, if not responded534

to or orchestrated by management, these narrative dynamics could catalyse a fragmented picture of how535

agile manifests in organisations (Mergel, 2023), or encourage processes of symbolic decoupling (Waldorff536

& Madsen, 2022).537

6.2. Limitations and future research538

Next, we discuss the limitations of our study as well as directions for future research. Firstly, interpretive539

narrative analysis puts the researcher in the position of analysing the social realities of the actors under540

study. Although this is not a limitation per se, the extraction of narratives and their analysis is subject541

to individual analytical biases, and one may interpret the data differently. In addition, as interviewers,542

we implicitly convey our personal beliefs about the topic in our questions and responses, which can543

potentially result in response bias. Nevertheless, our description of the processes of data collection544

and analysis, and the provision of the questionnaires, as well as the coding scheme aim to increase545

the reliability of the findings. Future research could therefore critically assess our findings and derive546

comparative accounts of narratives of agile across different countries (e.g., where agile is part of public547

policy), areas of administrative action, and over time (Nielsen et al., 2023). Furthermore, as narratives548

are complex entities that often contain implicit contextual cues that may be overlooked, the narratives549

derived here may be oversimplified. Using novel methods such as structural topic modelling (Guenduez550

& Mettler, 2023), future research could extend the findings of this paper by exploring narratives about551

agile based on larger n-studies.552

We do not claim generalisability with the selection of interviewees and their organisations. The main553

interest of this paper was to provide an in-depth analysis of existing narratives about agile in organisations554

that have begun to engage differently with this management ideology. In doing so, we face the risk of555

selection bias, and management scholars should be cautious about extrapolating our findings to other556

contexts. In organisations where agile is not being applied in any form, the narratives may unfold very557

differently. Nevertheless, our respondents come from a wide range of public sector organisations, and we558

provide a first empirical picture of the narrative manifestations of agile. Finally, it is beyond the scope of559

this paper to draw conclusions about the potential advantages or disadvantages of agile for public sector560

organisations. Following previous research in this area (Mergel et al., 2021), scholars could explore how561

organisational performance or public value delivery changes following the introduction of agile measures562

(McBride et al., 2022), also incorporating the perspective of citizens. However, researchers should be563

cautious about the individual nature of what agile is or is presented as in the examined case.564

7. Conclusion565

The purpose of our study was to identify different narratives of agile within the German public sector.566

In doing so, we aimed to further investigate McBride et al.’s (2022, p. 22) critique that agile is “often567

applied inappropriately in the government context due to a lack of understanding of what ‘agile’ is and568

what it is not”. Using a narratological perspective, we show that the governmental context in comparison569

to private firms is indeed important in how agile is understood and talked about within organisations.570

Importantly, the narratives identified show that employees often do not distinguish between what agile571

might be or achieve prescriptively, but make sense of it in their everyday environment (Balogun et al.,572

2015; Maitlis & Christianson, 2014; Nielsen et al., 2023). We identify three meta-narratives (Renew:573
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agile as path to a new world; Complement: agile as bureaucracies’ companion; Integrate: bureaucratic574

agile) that are particularly distinct in their structural relationship to the perceived realities of bureaucracy575

and agile’s function within it. Importantly, agile as an ideology seems to serve as a projection surface576

for a variety of actors with different normative goals and proposed actions for improving bureaucratic577

organisations. However, this ambiguity could undermine a coherent implementation of agile within and578

across organisations if not orchestrated (Vaara & Rantakari, 2023). At its core, however, all narratives579

employ a kind of ‘modern talking’, using agile vocabulary to legitimise the shift towards modern and580

digital public sector organisations. Overall, therefore, this article contributes to the discussion of the581

characteristics of agile as a management fashion (McBride et al., 2022; Roper et al., 2022).582
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